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Introduction 
At the request of SWALA Energy Ltd (SWALA) (The Client), Gaffney, Cline & Associates 
(GCA) has prepared an assessment of the Prospective Resources of two Blocks in East 
Africa; the Kilosa-Kidatu-Kilombero (KKK) Block of Tanzania and Block 12B in Kenya.   

This report includes an independent assessment of the Prospective Resources attributable 
to these properties in which SWALA holds an interest with an effective date of 
31st December 2015. 

This report relates specifically and solely to the subject matter as defined in the scope of 
work (SOW), as set out herein, and is conditional upon the specified assumptions.  The 
report must be considered in its entirety and must only be used for the purpose for which it is 
intended. 

A glossary of abbreviations used in this report is contained in Appendix I.  
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Basis of Opinion 
This document reflects GCA’s informed professional judgment based on accepted standards 
of professional investigation and, as applicable, the data and information provided by the 
Client, the limited scope of engagement, and the time permitted to conduct the evaluation.  

In line with those accepted standards, this document does not in any way constitute or make 
a guarantee or prediction of results, and no warranty is implied or expressed that actual 
outcome will conform to the outcomes presented herein.  GCA has not independently 
verified any information provided by, or at the direction of, the Client and/or obtained from 
other sources (e.g., public domain), and has accepted the accuracy and completeness of 
this data.  GCA has no reason to believe that any material facts have been withheld, but 
does not warrant that its inquiries have revealed all of the matters that a more extensive 
examination might otherwise disclose. 

The opinions expressed herein are subject to and fully qualified by the generally accepted 
uncertainties associated with the interpretation of geoscience and engineering data and do 
not reflect the totality of circumstances, scenarios and information that could potentially 
affect decisions made by the report’s recipients and/or actual results.  The opinions and 
statements contained in this report are made in good faith and in the belief that such 
opinions and statements are representative of prevailing physical and economic 
circumstances. 

In the preparation of this report, GCA has used definitions contained within the Petroleum 
Resources Management System (PRMS), which was approved by the Society of Petroleum 
Engineers, the World Petroleum Council, the American Association of Petroleum Geologists 
and the Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers in March 2007 (see Appendix II). 

There are numerous uncertainties inherent in estimating reserves and resources, and in 
projecting future production, development expenditures, operating expenses and cash flows.  
Oil and gas resources assessments must be recognized as a subjective process of 
estimating subsurface accumulations of oil and gas that cannot be measured in an exact 
way.  Estimates of oil and gas resources prepared by other parties may differ, perhaps 
materially, from those contained within this report.   

The accuracy of any resource estimate is a function of the quality of the available data and 
of engineering and geological interpretation.  Results of drilling, testing and production that 
post-date the preparation of the estimates may justify revisions, some or all of which may be 
material.  Accordingly, resource estimates are often different from the quantities of oil and 
gas that are ultimately recovered, and the timing and cost of those volumes that are 
recovered may vary from that assumed. 

Oil and condensate volumes are reported in millions (106) of barrels at stock tank conditions 
(MMstb).  Natural gas volumes have been quoted in billions (109) of standard cubic feet 
(Bscf) and are volumes of sales gas, after an allocation has been made for fuel and process 
shrinkage losses.  Standard conditions are defined as 14.7 psia and 60°F. 

GCA’s review and audit involved reviewing pertinent facts, interpretations and assumptions 
made by SWALA or others in preparing estimates of reserves and resources.  GCA 
performed procedures necessary to enable it to render an opinion on the appropriateness of 
the methodologies employed, adequacy and quality of the data relied on, depth and 
thoroughness of the reserves and resources estimation process, classification and 
categorization of reserves and resources appropriate to the relevant definitions used, and 
reasonableness of the estimates.   
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GCA prepared an independent assessment of the Prospective Resources based on data 
and interpretations provided by SWALA. 

Definition of Reserves and Resources 

Prospective Resources are those quantities of petroleum that are estimated, as of a given 
date, to be potentially recoverable from undiscovered accumulations by application of future 
development projects.  Prospective Resources have both an associated “chance of 
discovery” and a “chance of development” (per PRMS).  Prospective Resources are further 
subdivided in accordance with the level of certainty associated with recoverable estimates, 
assuming their discovery and development, and may be sub-classified based on project 
maturity.  

There is no certainty that any portion of the Prospective Resources will be discovered.  If 
discovered, there is no certainty that it will be commercially viable to produce any portion of 
the resources.  Prospective Resource volumes are presented as unrisked.   

Net Prospective Resources in this report are only an indication of SWALA’s working interest 
fraction of the Gross Prospective Resources; they do not represent SWALA’s net entitlement 
under the terms of the PSC’s that govern these assets, which are expected to be less than 
the volumes quoted. 

GCA has not undertaken a site visit and inspection because as these properties are 
exploration permits with currently no permanent onsite facilities.  As such, GCA is not in a 
position to comment on the operations or facilities in place, their appropriateness and 
condition, or whether they are in compliance with the regulations pertaining to such 
operations.  Further, GCA is not in a position to comment on any aspect of health, safety, or 
environment of such operation. 

This report has been prepared based on GCA’s understanding of the effects of petroleum 
legislation and other regulations that currently apply to these properties.  However, GCA is 
not in a position to attest to property title or rights, conditions of these rights (including 
environmental and abandonment obligations), or any necessary licenses and consents 
(including planning permission, financial interest relationships, or encumbrances thereon for 
any part of the appraised properties).  

Qualifications 

In performing this study, GCA is not aware that any conflict of interest has existed.  As an 
independent consultancy, GCA is providing impartial technical, commercial, and strategic 
advice within the energy sector.  GCA’s remuneration was not in any way contingent on the 
contents of this report.   

In the preparation of this document, GCA has maintained, and continues to maintain, a strict 
independent consultant-client relationship with SWALA.  Furthermore, the management and 
employees of GCA have no interest in any of the assets evaluated or related with the 
analysis performed, as part of this report.  

Dr Stephen Wright, Technical Director, Geoscience, carried out the technical work and 
prepared this report.  Dr Stephen Wright has over 25 years’ experience with major and 
independent E&P companies and has the appropriate professional experience in reserves 
and resource estimation and reporting to carry out this work in full compliance with PRMS 
standards. 
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Executive Summary 
GCA was commissioned by SWALA in December 2015, to audit the prospect and lead 
inventory for two licences in SWALA’s East African exploration portfolio; Block 12B in Kenya 
and the Kilosa-Kitadu-Kilombero Block in Tanzania (Figure 1).  

The objective of GCA’s review was to provide an independent audit and opinion on the 
resource volumes and risks associated with each of the leads and prospects and a 
commentary on the exploration potential of each block.  The review was based on an 
assessment of seismic data, previous interpretations, reports, presentation material and 
technical analyses made available by the client.  GCA also built on considerable prior 
experience in the East African Rift System (EARS) and numerous technical and academic 
journals.  

SWALA’s acreage is at an early stage of hydrocarbon exploration.  No wells have been 
drilled to test the hydrocarbon potential of these blocks, and data is limited to remote sensing 
and 2D seismic data over some of the acreage.  The Operator and Joint Venture partners of 
the portfolio are summarised in Table 1.  SWALA Energy Ltd. owns 100% of SWALA Energy 
(Kenya) Ltd. and 58% of SWALA Oil and Gas (Tanzania) PLC.  

Kenya Block 12B 

• Block 12B is located within the eastern branch of the EARS.  The Operator, Tullow 
Oil, has acquired 2D seismic, gravity and magnetic data, and performed geological 
studies in support of the commitment to drill a first exploration well in the second 
exploration phase of the licence.  Selected lines were reprocessed in 2015 by 
SWALA which improved imaging of a deeper basement than previously interpreted 
and consequently a de-risking of the maturity of the source interval.  This well will test 
the petroleum potential of one of the leads identified on the block, is located in a 
central location in the block, and will provide additional information on the 
stratigraphy and petroleum potential of the block.  Block 12B provides the opportunity 
to explore for a high-risk extension of the EARS where significant remaining 
geological risks associated with the stratigraphy of the basin have yet to be resolved.  
GCA has reviewed the data and has independently estimated the Prospective 
Resources and associated Geological Chance of Success (GCoS) for all leads. 

Kilosa-Kidatu-Kilombero Block (KKK) 

• The KKK block is located in central Tanzania and contains one northerly rift basin 
(Kilosa) separated from the two southerly rift basins (Kilombero and Kidatu) by the 
Gombati Ridge.  2D seismic data acquired in 2013 and reprocessed in 2015  
suggests that at least two rift sequences are developed in the Kilombero basin; a 
younger Neogene rift sequence superimposed on an older rift sequence possibly 
Palaeozoic to Mesozoic in age.  GCA interprets that the Kidatu and Kilosa Basins do 
not contain a significant Tertiary Rift system and that the sedimentary section is 
most-likely to be representative of the Karoo Group.   

• The Client’s interpretation of the 2D data has clearly delineated the Kito Main and 
Shallow Prospects and delineated six additional leads; Lead A-F.  A further seven 
tentative leads are noted by Jordan and Pay but are not included in this audit.  GCA 
recognises that the Kito Prospect shares strong structural similarities with some of 
the recent discoveries made in the Lokichar Basin of Kenya and that the Kito Main 
prospect is a robust exploration opportunity.  The validity of the additional six leads is 
poorly constrained by existing data and two of the larger leads cannot be validated by 
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GCA volumetrically because of an absence of data or a limitation of the play concept: 
Lead C and Lead E.   

The Prospective Resources and associated GCoS attributable to the two Blocks are 
presented in Table 2, Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5.  Prospective Resources are shown both 
as gross volumes and net to SWALA on a Working Interest basis, i.e. SWALA’s Working 
Interest fraction of the gross volumes.  These do not represent SWALA’s actual Net 
Entitlement under the terms of the PSC that governs the assets, which would be lower.  Net 
Working Interest is quoted here since the Prospective Resources are not yet sufficiently 
mature to estimate the associated production profiles and costs that are needed to calculate 
the Net Entitlement. 

Figure 1: Location of SWALA Acreage in East Africa 
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Table 1: Operatorship, Partners and Equities 

Country Permit Operator and Equity  Partner and Equity  

Kenya Block 12B Tullow (Kenya) Ltd. 50% SWALA Energy 
(Kenya) Ltd.  50% 

  

Tanzania KKK * SWALA Oil and 
Gas (Tanzania) plc 25% 

Otto Energy 
(Tanzania) Pty. 
Ltd. 

50% TATA 25% 

Note: 

* SWALA Energy Limited (SWE) owns 100% of SWALA Energy (Kenya) Ltd. and 58% of SWALA Oil and Gas 
Tanzania plc (SOGTP).  

Table 2: Gross Oil Prospective Resource Estimates (Unrisked) as at 31st December, 2015 

Country Block Leads/Prospects 

Gross Oil Prospective 
Resources 

(MMBbl) 
GCA  

GCoS 
(%) 

Low Best High 

Kenya 12B 

Kendu Lead A 0.7 4.2 21.3 8 
Kendu Lead B 1.5 8.3 41.4 8 
Kendu Lead C 2.0 10.5 50.8 7 
Ahero Lead A 1.9 10.9 63.4 10 
Ahero Lead A Deep 3.0 15.8 82.7 8 
Ahero Lead B 2.7 13.0 61.7 8 
Ahero Lead C 2.1 18.7 150.5 8 
North Ahero Lead A 6.1 36.2 193.0 6 
North Ahero Lead B 4.3 24.0 120.6 6 
South Ahero Lead A 1.0 4.9 22.2 8 

Tanzania Kilombero 
(KKK)   

Kito Main 
Prospect 

Kito Basal Sdst 31.0 97.0 293.0 11 
Kito Seq_1 Sdst 24.2 87.0 254.0 12 

Kito Shallow 
Prospect Kito Seq_4 Sdst 11.2 48.8 169.0 7 

Lead_A 3.0 7.0 10.0 7 
Lead_B 6.0 14.0 20.0 7 
Lead_D 19.5 45.5 65.0 7 
Lead_F 14.4 33.6 48.0 7 

Notes: 

1. Gross Prospective Resources are 100% of the volumes estimated to be recoverable from the Prospect or Lead in the 
event that a discovery is made and subsequently developed. 

2. The GCoS reported here represents an indicative estimate of the probability that drilling this Prospect or Lead would 
result in a discovery.  This does not include any assessment of the risk that the discovery, if made, may not be 
developed. 

3. The volumes reported here are “unrisked” in the sense that no adjustment has been made for the risk that no discovery 
will be made or that any discovery would not be developed. 

4. Prospective Resources should not be aggregated with each other, or with Reserves or Contingent Resources, because of 
the different levels of risk involved  

5. Net Prospective Resources in this report are only an indication of the Client’s working interest fraction of the Gross 
Prospective Resources; they do not represent the Client’s actual net entitlement under the terms of the PSC’s that govern 
these assets, which are expected to be less than the volumes quoted. 
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Table 3: Gross Gas Prospective Resource Estimates (Unrisked) as at 31st December, 2015 

Country Basin  Leads/Prospects 
Gross Gas Prospective Resources 

(Bscf) GCA  
GCoS 

(%) Low Best High 

Tanzania 
Kidatu  Angaza Lead  12 43 148 5 
Kidatu Kidatu A Lead 17 58 197 4 

Notes: 

1. Gross Prospective Resources are 100% of the volumes estimated to be recoverable from the Prospect or Lead in the 
event that a discovery is made and subsequently developed. 

2. The GCoS reported here represents an indicative estimate of the probability that drilling this Prospect or Lead would 
result in a discovery.  This does not include any assessment of the risk that the discovery, if made, may not be 
developed. 

3. The volumes reported here are “unrisked” in the sense that no adjustment has been made for the risk that no discovery 
will be made or that any discovery would not be developed. 

4. Prospective Resources should not be aggregated with each other, or with Reserves or Contingent Resources, because of 
the different levels of risk involved  

5. Net Prospective Resources in this report are only an indication of the Client’s working interest fraction of the Gross 
Prospective Resources; they do not represent the Client’s actual net entitlement under the terms of the PSC’s that govern 
these assets, which are expected to be less than the volumes quoted. 
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Table 4: Oil Prospective Resources (Unrisked), Net to SWALA (WI Basis) 
as at 31st December, 2015 

Country Block Leads/Prospects 

Oil Prospective Resources 
Net to SWALA (WI Basis) 

(MMBbl) 
GCA 

GCoS 
(%) 

Low Best High 

Kenya 12B 

Kendu Lead A 0.4 2.1 10.5 8 
Kendu Lead B 0.8 4.2 20.7 8 
Kendu Lead C 1.0 5.25 25.4 7 
Ahero Lead A 1.0 5.45 31.7 10 
Ahero Lead A Deep 1.5 7.9 41.4 8 
Ahero Lead B 1.4 6.5 30.9 8 
Ahero Lead C 1.1 9.4 75.3 8 
North Ahero Lead A 3.1 18.1 96.5 6 
North Ahero Lead B 2.2 12 60.3 6 
South Ahero Lead A 0.5 2.5 11.1 8 

Tanzania Kilombero 
(KKK) 

Kito Main 
Prospect 

Kito Basal 4.5 14.1 42.5 11 

Kito Seq_1 3.5 12.6 36.8 12 

Kito Shallow 
Prospect Kito Seq_4 1.6 7.1 24.5 7 

Lead_A 0.5 1.0 1.5 7 

Lead_B 0.9 2.0 2.9 7 

Lead_D 2.8 6.6 9.6 7 

Lead_F 2.1 4.9 7.0 8 
Notes: 

1. Prospective Resources shown in this Table are Net to SWALA Energy Ltd. SWALA Energy Limited owns 100% of 
SWALA Energy (Kenya) Ltd. and 58% of SWALA Oil and Gas Tanzania plc (SOGTP).    

2. Gross Prospective Resources are 100% of the volumes estimated to be recoverable from the Prospect or Lead in the 
event that a discovery is made and subsequently developed. 

3. The GCoS reported here represents an indicative estimate of the probability that drilling this Prospect or Lead would 
result in a discovery.  This does not include any assessment of the risk that the discovery, if made, may not be 
developed. 

4. The volumes reported here are “unrisked” in the sense that no adjustment has been made for the risk that no discovery 
will be made or that any discovery would not be developed. 

5. Prospective Resources should not be aggregated with each other, or with Reserves or Contingent Resources, because 
of the different levels of risk involved  

6. Net Prospective Resources in this report are only an indication of the Client’s working interest fraction of the Gross 
Prospective Resources; they do not represent the Client’s actual net entitlement under the terms of the PSC’s that 
govern these assets, which are expected to be less than the volumes quoted. 
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Table 5: Gas Prospective Resources (Unrisked), Net to SWALA (WI Basis)  
as at 31st December, 2015 

Country Block Leads/Prospects 

Gas Prospective Resources  
Net to SWALA (WI Basis)  

(Bscf) 
GCA 

GCoS 
(%) 

Low Best High 

Tanzania 
Kidatu Angaza Lead 1.7 6.4 21.5 5 

Kidatu Kidatu A Lead 2.3 8.7 28.4 4 
Notes: 

1. Prospective Resources shown in this Table are Net to SWALA Energy Ltd. SWALA Energy Limited owns 100% of 
SWALA Energy (Kenya) Ltd. and 58% of SWALA Oil and Gas Tanzania plc (SOGTP).    

2. Gross Prospective Resources are 100% of the volumes estimated to be recoverable from the Prospect or Lead in the 
event that a discovery is made and subsequently developed. 

3. The GCoS reported here represents an indicative estimate of the probability that drilling this Prospect or Lead would 
result in a discovery.  This does not include any assessment of the risk that the discovery, if made, may not be 
developed. 

4. The volumes reported here are “unrisked” in the sense that no adjustment has been made for the risk that no discovery 
will be made or that any discovery would not be developed. 

5. Prospective Resources should not be aggregated with each other, or with Reserves or Contingent Resources, because of 
the different levels of risk involved  

6. Net Prospective Resources in this report are only an indication of the Client’s working interest fraction of the Gross 
Prospective Resources; they do not represent the Client’s actual net entitlement under the terms of the PSC’s that govern 
these assets, which are expected to be less than the volumes quoted. 
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Conclusions 
The Block 12B licence in Kenya provides the opportunity to explore for oil and gas in a high-
risk extension of the East African Rift System that has recently been successful in the 
Lokichar Basin of Kenya.  There is limited data available to constrain the estimates of 
prospectivity, however, several leads have been identified.  The key geological risk is the 
presence of a sedimentary basin with sufficient depth to have allowed the deposition and 
subsequent preservation of reservoirs and source rocks. 

GCA has independently generated Prospective Resource estimates and associated GCoS 
for the leads. 

The KKK Block in Tanzania is relatively remote to the recent EARS success.  It is under 
explored, with only field mapping, seismic and remote sensing data available to constrain the 
Prospective Resource estimates.  All elements of the working petroleum system are 
unproven in this area of Tanzania; however, there is data and information that conditions the 
hydrocarbon potential of the area.   

The KKK rift basins share some structural analogies with the Tertiary Lokichar and Albert 
Basins located on the western arm of the EARS, west of Lake Victoria.  Structural trapping 
geometries show similarity because of a shared rifting style.  However, there are critical 
elements that require de-risking in the KKK Basins and these include: the presence of a 
generative source rock, depth to basement to ensure sufficient burial and HC generation, 
and the presence of seals within the Neogene succession.  The Kilombero Basin contains 
the Kito Prospect.  This is structurally analogous to the recent successes in the Lokichar 
Basin of Kenya.  In addition to the Kito Prospect, several leads have been identified that 
provide upside potential in the event of success at Kito. 

Both Blocks are at an early stage of exploration and drilling is required to further de-risk the 
petroleum potential of the licences. 
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Discussion 

1 Regional Geology and Petroleum Potential 

The onshore of East Africa has seen recent exploration success with oil and gas discoveries 
being made in the Tertiary Albert Basin of Uganda and the Lokichar Basin of Kenya.  In 
addition to these discoveries, gas has been found in the Lamu Basin/ Anza Trough of Kenya 
in Cretaceous aged sediments.  Older Karoo Group aged reservoirs have been successfully 
tested in the Ogaden Basin of Ethiopia.  However, to date no commercial production has 
been achieved. 

The oil discoveries in Uganda and Kenya have focused exploration activity on the Tertiary 
East African Rift System (EARS).  The SWALA blocks considered in this report are located 
within the EARS, and provide exposure to play styles which have seen exploration success 
in recent years.  

1.1 Tertiary East African Rift System Play 

The Tertiary play of the EARS is located within the extensional rift basins of East Africa.  The 
play is defined by the following elements: 

Reservoir 

Reservoirs are predominantly clastic, alluvial and fluvial sandstones.  These were deposited 
in an actively rifting basin, and range from coarse to fine-grained sandstones and tend to be 
texturally and mineralogically immature.  Although these sandstones were originally 
deposited in alluvial fans, and fluvial channels, some may have been reworked in the alluvial 
(and possibly lacustrine) settings.  The reservoirs tend to occur as stacked packages ranging 
in thickness from a few metres to tens of metres.   

Traps 

A variety of trapping styles and geometries are represented in half graben rifts ranging from 
footwall anticlines to downthrown and inverted hanging wall anticlines and intra-basinal 
stratigraphic traps.   

Seals 

Top seals are provided by shales interbedded with the sandstones.  These are interpreted to 
have been deposited in lacustrine (lake) or fluvial settings.  Some traps also rely on lateral 
seal against basement lithologies (commonly crystalline basement) at the margins of the 
basin. 

Source Rocks 

The oils discovered in the Albert and Lokichar Basins of Uganda and Kenya have been 
geochemically typed to lacustrine source rocks.  These source rocks commonly generate a 
waxy crude oil.  In the Albert and Lokichar Basins outcrops of shale, interpreted to have 
accumulated in a lacustrine depositional setting, have been found to contain sufficient Total 
Organic Carbon (TOC) to be considered as potential source rocks. 

The deposition of lacustrine shales within an anoxic environment (essential for the 
accumulation and preservation of organic matter) requires a long-term, large lake to be 
present with limited clastic input diluting the organic matter.  In East Africa such conditions 
are commonly associated with only the largest lakes.  In many of the rift basins it appears 
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that the deposition of a considerable thickness of anoxic lacustrine shale, in a starved basin 
within the Tertiary is not common. In conjunction with source rock accumulation, depth of 
burial (depth to basement) is fundamental to maturation and expulsion.  Basement in the 
Lokichar rift is at 4 m TWT.  

No potential source rocks have been sampled at the surface in either Kenya Block 12B or 
the KKK Block in Tanzania.  However, the report of surface geochemical samples from the 
KKK Block suggests that the hydrocarbons recovered are derived from a source rock 
containing potentially marine derived kerogen.  This suggests that these samples are not 
derived from the Tertiary lacustrine shale similar to the other EARS discoveries, but from 
another as yet unproven and stratigraphically undescribed source interval.  

1.2 Karoo Group Play 

The Karoo Group is an often thick sequence of Late Palaeozoic to Mesozoic (Permian to 
Mid-Jurassic) sediments deposited in a variety of environments ranging from continental 
clastics to marine sequences.  In the KKK Basin area Karoo Group sediments crop out in the 
Gombati Ridge area and at the margin of the rifts.  Public domain information documents 
these sediments to contain potential reservoirs and source rocks.  The potential reservoirs 
consist of sandstones which are interbedded with shale.  Potential source rocks have 
kerogen composition and thermal maturities indicating that if they have generated 
hydrocarbons the most-likely phase will be gas.  This contradicts the surface seep data. 

To date the Karoo Group in East Africa has not been demonstrated to be potentially 
commercial.  Oil and Gas discoveries have been made in the Ogaden Basin of Ethiopia, 
however, to date no commercial production has been established. 
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2 Kenya: Block 12B 

2.1 Location 

Block 12B is located on the eastern flank of Lake Victoria, Kenya; on the Eastern Branch of 
the EARS.  Block 12B covers an area of 7,294.38 km2 with a large percentage of the Block 
located offshore, encompassing Lake Victoria and the Winam Gulf.  The current focus of 
exploration is onshore in the north eastern part of Block 12B, within the Nyanza Rift 
(Figure 2).  The block is subject to a mandatory 25% relinquishment at the end of the first 
exploration stage.  Tullow has made a relinquishment proposal which has yet to be agreed 
by the Ugandan authorities. 

2.2 Exploration Licence 

Block 12B is held by a Production Sharing Contract.  Tullow (Kenya) Limited operates the 
Block and holds a 50% net working interest.  SWALA (Kenya) Ltd. holds the remaining 50% 
net working interest. 

Exploration is currently in the initial period.  Tullow and SWALA have decided to enter into 
the next phase of exploration, and a wildcat exploration well is planned.  In 2014 the 
Operator estimated a notional well cost of US$20-25 million.  Recent work completed on 
behalf of SWALA resulted in estimated well costs in the order of US$8-10 million.   

2.3 Regional Geology 

The Nyanza rift (Figure 2) is interpreted to have initiated about 15 Mya.  Sediment influx into 
the basin was derived from numerous provenances, including Precambrian basement and 
carbonatite, phonolitic and nephelinitic volcanic rocks.  In the early stages of rifting 
sedimentation and volcanism may have kept pace with basin subsidence, limiting the 
potential for source rock development. 

The rate of basin subsidence is reported to have increased from approximately 5.5 Mya, 
correlating to an increased intensity of tectonic activity and the formation of a deeper rift 
trough likely resulting in an increase in accommodation space.  

The depth to basement is a key issue in Block 12B.  Recent reprocessing by SWALA of 
selected seismic lines has resulted in an increase in the depth to basement estimates.  
These are now more aligned with the depth estimates from the passive seismic experiments, 
and suggest that a thicker sedimentary section was deposited and preserved in the area.  
This increases the possibility of the deposition and preservation of a source rock interval, 
and that this interval (if developed) could have reached depth capable of causing the 
generation and migration of hydrocarbons. 
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Figure 2: Block 12B Location Map 

 

2.4 Block 12B: Exploration Potential 

Block 12B is at an early stage of hydrocarbon exploration, no exploration wells have been 
drilled and the assessment of hydrocarbon prospectivity relies on the analysis of surface 
field data, and geophysical surveys (gravity, magnetic and 2D seismic data).  These data 
provide a basis for the assessment, but do not provide unequivocal interpretations.  
Exploration drilling is required to further evaluate and de-risk the hydrocarbon potential of the 
block. 

As shown on the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data (Figure 2), the Nyanza Graben is 
orientated at approximately 90 degrees to the main Eastern Branch of the EARS. 

GCA believes that it is likely that with fault patterns perpendicular to the regional stress 
patterns, the Nyanza Graben has the potential for strike-slip or localised inversion features to 
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be present in the subsurface.  This is backed up by the World Stress Map project (Heidbach 
et al., 2008), which notes that strike-slip faulting is seen in this region of south-western 
Kenya.  The exact nature and scale of the structural risk is not apparent on the data 
available in this project. 

The Operator (Tullow) used gravity anomalies to position the 2D seismic survey in 2014 
(Figure 3) and the presence of two sub-basins originally identified on gravity data has been 
interpreted from the processed seismic data.  The Main South West Basin and a smaller 
North East basin have been mapped.  The basins are interpreted to have simple half-graben 
geometries, with the main basin taking on characteristics of a more asymmetric rift in its 
central part; as shown in the reprocessed seismic line KE12B-14-109 (Figure 4).   

Figure 3: 2D Seismic and Bouguer Gravity Data, Block 12B 
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Figure 4: Reprocessed Seismic Dip Line KE12N-14-109 (TWT) 

 

The basin fill is interpreted to be sedimentary with syn-depositional volcanic activity; 
identified from the magnetic data.  There remains significant uncertainty with regard to the 
lithologies that may exist in the rift fill.  Outcrop data indicate that volcanic and volcanoclastic 
sediments deposited in a variety settings from fluvial to lacustrine.  The sediments exposed 
at the surface are relatively thin and it is possible that a thicker sequence in the centre of the 
rift may contain lithologies with reservoir and source rock potential. 

At a Play level the key risks are source rock presence, and subsequent hydrocarbon 
maturation; related to depth of burial and associated heat flow.  A secondary risk is reservoir 
presence and effectiveness.  If the main source of clastic sediment is from reworked 
volcanics then this may be an issue. 

Estimates of depth to basement varying ranging from 1 to 3 km based on the passive 
seismic data and recently reprocessed 2D seismic data which increases the possibility of 
basement to 3.5 seconds TWT and has improved imaging beneath the Mid Miocene Basalts.  
Prior to the reprocessing of selected lines in Block 12B, the thickness (volume) and maturity 
of source in the Nyanza rift was considered to be the major limitation to exploration potential.  
This is mitigated somewhat by the increased depth to basement imaged by the new data in 
Block 12B.   
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The basinal geometry and rift style of the Nyanza Rift shares similarities to the Lokichar 
Basin in Kenya.  In the absence of well data, there remains significant uncertainty with 
regard to the nature of the stratigraphic fill and depth to basement in areas not covered by 
reprocessed seismic data.   

The Lokichar Basin is characterised as a sediment-starved intra-continental basin in which 
organic rich often anoxic, lacustrine conditions developed and dominated over clastic supply.  
The Lokichar Basin contains well developed source rocks in two significant formations; the 
Lokhone Shale (17% TOC) and the Loperot Shale, each of which is hundreds of metres thick 
In addition there is a well-developed deep kitchen adjacent to the basin bounding fault in 
which the Lokhone is thermally mature to post-mature for oil.  In Lokichar, syn-depositional 
rifting continued from the Eocene to the Miocene when a series of Mid-Miocene volcanics 
were extruded.  The Lokichar rift geometry shows strong analogies with the current 
interpretation of the rift sequence in Block 12B where a shallow series of volcanics are 
present overlying an older syn-depositional, possibly siliciclastic sequence.  Key to the 
exploration potential of 12B and critical to the proven success of Lokichar is the presence of 
a thick and thermally mature algal-rich source interval in the pre-volcanic section (Lokhone 
Member).  GCA is not aware of any seeps having been described from Block 12B and 
acknowledges that seeps are not reported from Lokichar, probably as a function of wax 
content which renders the oil immobile at surface temperatures and pressures.  However, in 
Lokichar, lacustrine source rocks outcrop at surface and have been analysed for source 
potential using pyrolysis.  To date, outcrop mapping in the Nyanza Rift has not identified any 
source rocks which prove the presence of a source interval in Block 12B. 

2.4.1 Prospectivity 

The mapping and definition of prospects and leads in Block 12B is challenging due to 
the sparse nature of the 2D seismic (Figure 5).  However, using the available 2D 
seismic data in combination with the gravity data several leads and areas of interest 
have been identified (Figure 5).  Prospective Resource estimates for these leads 
have been generated using the area of possible closure defined from the 
combination of 2D seismic, gravity and magnetic data and reservoir properties 
derived from public domain information for other areas of the Neogene reservoirs of 
the East African Rift System.  The results of this assessment are summarised in 
Table 2 and Table 4. 

The recent trial reprocessing of lines 101 and 109 by SWALA has resulted in the 
identification of deeper coherent seismic reflectors that may indicate the presence of 
a greater thickness of sediment than initially interpreted.  This deeper basement 
interpretation makes the analogy with other EARS basins in Kenya more attractive 
and to an extent de-risks some of the play.  Further reprocessing of the data and the 
acquisition of more data will be necessary to confirm this alternative interpretation 
and to allow the seismic interpretation of prospects and leads. 
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Figure 5: Mapped Prospective Structures from Bouguer Gravity Data 

 
 

  

Source: Tullow Oil

Notes:
1. Tullow lead map as at July, 2014
2. B = Ahero Lead A, C = Kendu Lead B, A = Additional prospectivity not presented.

A

C

B

Proposed Well Surface Location

Legend:
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3 Tanzania: Kilosa-Kidatu-Kilombero (KKK) Block 

3.1 Location 

The Kilosa-Kidatu-Kilombero (KKK) License covers an area of 16,817.78 km2 in central 
Tanzania (Figure 1).  With the exception of the Gologolo Mountains to the west, it is 
characterised generally by flat terrain.  The block is an elongate permit containing three 
alluvial basins separated by an uplifted central area referred to as the Gombati ridge.  Two 
basins lie to the south of the Gombati Ridge; the Kidatu and the Kilombero, whilst the Kilosa 
basin lies to the north of the Gombati Ridge (Figure 6). 

The basins comprise a series of graben and half-graben demonstrating either NE-SW 
orientation which is attributed to Cenozoic extension, or N-S orientation which is interpreted 
by many authors as an earlier Karoo trend, reactivated during the Late Tertiary.   

3.2 Geology and Exploration Activity 

No hydrocarbon wells have been drilled to date in the KKK Block.  The general 
understanding of basinal stratigraphy and rift tectonics has relied on field descriptions of 
limited outcrops at the margin, inference from analogue information from other EARS basins 
and data recently acquired by SWALA since 2012. 

Stratigraphic control is limited; outcrop data is restricted, and exposures of Permo-Triassic 
Karoo Group clastics consist of micaceous feldspathic sands and siltstones, conglomerates 
and minor interbedded shales along with pre-Karoo pre-rift basement.  There is no direct 
calibration of the sedimentary fill of the Tertiary rift sequences and the presence of reservoir 
and source rock intervals is based solely by analogy with other basins. 

The Karoo Group is interpreted to be the key play in the Kilosa and Kidatu rifts which trend 
N-S.  However, the Kilombero basin in the south is believed to contain both a Karoo Group 
and a later Tertiary sedimentary fill (Figure 6).  

In 2012 SWALA acquired airborne magnetic and gravity data over the KKK permit.  Depth 
estimates from Southern Geosciences’ interpretation independently corroborates the Dypvik 
and Nilsen (2001) and Le Gall (2004) papers which a poorly developed or failed NE-SW 
Tertiary rift system which overprints an older north-south Karoo Group Basin.  

In 2013 a total of 363.66 km of 2D data was shot over the KKK block and in 2014 a further 
17 lines of 2D data were acquired over the Kilombero Block. Improved processing has 
resulted in enhanced imaging of the rift unconformities, the angular subcrop of older basins 
and event resolution in the shallow rift interval.  Specifically improved was the imaging of the 
Basal Sandstone in the Kito Main Prospect and Lead A in Kilombero.   
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Figure 6: Schematic Geology of the KKK Basins from Landsat 

 

3.3 Kilosa Rift: Exploration Potential 

The Kilosa Rift is located in the northern part of the KKK licence (Figure 6).  Seismic 
velocities and surrounding outcrop data suggest that the Kilosa rift fill is Karoo Group in age.  
Reservoir quality and effectiveness is expected to be poor as a result of having been 
degraded significantly by a complex and deep burial history, with periods of subsidence and 
multiple phases of uplift.   

Source: Baker, 2012

Gombati transfer 
zone
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The Karoo Group sequences of Permian to Triassic age in the nearby Gombati Uplift consist 
of mainly continental siliciclastic sediments.  The succession is well correlated with other 
East African Karoo Group units, and displays rift-controlled sedimentation.  Debris flows, 
braided stream and floodplain deposits in an alluvial fan system, built out from well 
developed, high relief border faults.  Overlying, mainly fluvio-deltaic sequences reflect late 
Karoo Group tectonic activity. 

Only limited 2D seismic data is available from the Kilosa Rift (Figure 7) and no leads or 
prospects have been identified. 

Figure 7: 2013 2D Seismic Basemap 
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3.4 Kidatu Rift: Exploration Potential  

The Kidatu Rift is a half-graben situated to the south of the Gombati transfer zone (Figure 6) 
defined by a north-northeast trending bounding fault, offset by minor northwest transform 
faults. On the eastern side, Baker (2012) describes north-south fault blocks of Karoo Group 
sediment which display evidence of Cenozoic faulting and uplift.  

In 2013 six lines (137.28 km) of 2D seismic were acquired across the Kidatu Rift (Figure 8).  
Seismic stacking velocities suggest that the Karoo Group aged fill has been deeply buried.  
The results of aeromagnetic data are indeterminate with a bimodality of depth to basement 
at either 3-5 km or up to 9 km of fill; indicating that the rift fill has a complex tectonic history. 

GCA believes the hydrocarbon potential of both the Kidatu and Kilosa Basins to be high risk 
due to the age (Karoo Group) of the basin fill.  The Karoo Group has had limited exploration 
success onshore continental Africa, where non-commercial oil and gas volumes have been 
discovered in the Ogaden Basin of Ethiopia.  The Karoo Group has commonly been 
subjected to deep burial and subsequent uplift which has reduced primary porosity and 
reservoir properties.  Karoo Group source rocks are likely to be over-mature for the 
generation and expulsion of liquid hydrocarbons.  Some modelling indicates that these 
source rocks may have been thermally mature during the Jurassic (c. 150 Mya) and 
therefore prior to major tectonic modification of the area.  

3.4.1 Angaza Lead  

The interpretation of seismic (Figure 8) in conjunction with residual gravity data 
(Figure 9) has identified the Angaza Lead, transected by Lines SKD-2013-006 and 
SKD-2013-003.   

The prospective horizon is the Lumango PT30 Formation (Permian) at the top of the 
Msolwa Group and structuration is provided by a roll over anticline into a synthetic 
fault parallel with the western Kidatu basin bounding fault.  Closure to the North and 
South is not demonstrated because of the lack of 2D data but an anticlinal structure 
is suggested by the residual gravity data.  

The parameters used in the resource estimation are derived from regional knowledge 
supplemented by public domain data on the stratigraphy of the Karoo sequence in 
the KKK basin. 
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Figure 8: Angaza Lead : SKD-2013-003 

 

Figure 9: Angaza Lead Location : Residual Bouger Gravity, Lumango PT30 (TWT) Map 

 

GCA has audited the areal extent of closure of the Angaza lead at the Lumango 
level.  The areal extent of closure is recognized to be unconstrained by the current 
dataset.  A most likely area of 8 km2 has been assumed for Angaza which relates to 
the time closure and the residual bouger gravity feature.  A range of +50% and -60% 
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for the upside and lowside areal extents were used for the probabilistic analysis in 
Crystal Ball using a log normal distribution.   

A most likely reservoir thickness of 40 m and 10% porosity have been used as input 
for the probabilistic resource estimate using +/- 50% and applying a normal 
distribution for each.   

GCA’s Prospective Resource estimates and the GCoS are summarized in Table 3. 

3.4.2 Kidatu A Lead  

The Kidatu-A lead is of indeterminate extent, and has been identified by SWALA on 
SKD-2013-008 as a closure at the Lumango PT30 level.  GCA has audited this 
feature which is present on seismic (Figure 10) and also supported, to a certain 
extent, by the Residual Gravity data (Figure 11).  A most likely areal closure of 
12 km2 has been assumed with a range of +50% and -60% for the upside and 
lowside cases prior to running a probabilistic analysis in Crystal Ball using a log 
normal distribution.  

A most likely reservoir thickness of 40 m and 10% porosity have been used as input 
for the probabilistic resource estimate using +/-50% and applying a normal 
distribution for each.   

GCA’s Prospective Resource estimates and the GCoS are summarized in Table 3. 

Figure 10: Kidatu Lead A: Seismic Section SKD-2013-008  
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Figure 11:  Kidatu Lead A Location : Residual Bouger Gravity and Lumango PT30 (TWT) Map 

 

3.5 Kilombero Rift: Exploration Potential  

The Kilombero Rift is a relatively narrow elongate basin some 100 km long and 20 km wide, 
trending NE-SW.  Extensive field studies (Nilsen, O et al. 1999, and Le Gall, 2004) describe 
a 6,000 m thick Karoo-age rift characterised by westerly-dipping boundary faults overlain by 
a thinner Neogene basin with a different polarity from the earlier rift. 

In 2012 SWALA acquired airborne magnetic and gravity data over the KKK permit.  Depth 
estimates from Southern Geosciences’ interpretation independently corroborates the Dypvik 
and Nielsen (1999) and Le Gall (2004) papers where a poorly developed or failed NE-SW 
Tertiary rift system is interpreted to overprint an older north-south Karoo Group Basin.  

Of the 363.66 km of 2D data shot over the Kilosa-Kidatu-Kilombero basins in 2013, 
110.04 km was acquired over the south-eastern part of the Kilombero basin (Figure 12).   

The reprocessing of these data enhanced the imaging of a pre-Neogene rift sequence 
(Figure 13) with clear evidence of an angular post-rift unconformity. The older rift is 
interpreted to overlie basement.  The pre-Neogene rifting event is likely to be Karoo in age 
according to Dypvik and Nielsen (2002) and Le Gall (2004) though an alternative 
interpretation suggests a post-Karoo “Red Sandstone” or possibly, though less likely, a 
Jurassic age sedimentary fill.   

Seismic mapping in the Kilombero Basin has identified a number of prospects and leads.  
The Kito Main Prospect (Figure 14) has been the focus of activity and is defined by the most 
densely spaced 2D data in block and further supported by remote sensing data (Figure 14).   

In addition to the Kito Prospect, six further leads have been delineated and a further seven 
tentative leads noted by consultants Jordan and Pay.    

There is insufficient data to classify these additional leads as Prospects.  All Prospective 
Resource estimates for the Kito Prospect and the further six leads are reported in Table 2. 
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Figure 12: KKK 2013 2D Basemap (2013 - 2014) 

 

Figure 13: SKB-2014-107 Strike Line displaying Stacked Rift Sequences 
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3.5.1 Kito Main Prospect 

The Kito Main Prospect is a fault bounded trap in the hanging wall of a graben on the 
south eastern edge of the Kilombero Basin (Figure 14).  Closure relies on an 
effective seal in both the main bounding fault and the footwall. 

An elongated structural high trending NE-SW, can be seen parallel to the margin of 
the basin on line SKB-2013-001 (Figure 14).  This high shows clear evidence roll-
over anticline in the hanging wall with closure into the western basin bounding fault.  
The Kito Prospect is located on the north eastern part of this structure and shows 
4-way dip closure.  This structural trend is verified by the 2014 2D Seismic data 
which provides clarity and coverage to the basin margin trend.  

Overall 2D seismic data quality is moderate to good, these data indicate that at least 
two stratigraphic sequences can be mapped within the basin.  The distribution of the 
deeper (older) sequence is more restricted than the shallower. The more 
conformable reflectors in the upper section contrast with a marked change in 
geometry of reflectors and seismic facies, in the lower section between 1.5 and 
2.0 seconds TWT.  GCA interpret magnetic basement in the deepest areas to lie 
around 2.2-3.0 seconds TWT.  

Reservoirs are modelled at two horizons at the Kito Main Prospect, 1) Basal 
Sandstone, 2) Green Sequence_1 Sandstone.  Reservoir parameters for these 
intervals are derived from analogue data from the EARS modified to reflect the depth 
of burial at the horizon modelled.  

GCA has incorporated a broad range of values for the reservoir parameters, with 
porosity and reservoir thickness being based on analogues in similar aged basins.  
There is significant uncertainty in these inputs as there is no local calibration. 

GCA has reviewed the seismic interpretation and mapping of the Kito Main Prospect 
provided by SWALA.  These seismic interpretations and maps were used to derive 
independent low, most-likely and high estimates for the area of closure.  Using these 
estimates and the reservoir parameters, GCA has developed independent 
probabilistic Prospective Resource Estimates for each reservoir in the Kito Main 
Prospect.  These are summarised in Table 2. 

The Kito Main Prospect is a robust structural closure defined on several 2D seismic 
lines.  Seals are predicted to be interbedded with the reservoir.  Migration and charge 
are key risks as there is currently no direct evidence for an oil source rock in the 
basin.  These factors are accounted for within the GCoS estimates. 
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Figure 14: SKB-2014-006 illustrating Kito Prospect and the Western Basin Bounding Fault of 
Kilombero Basin 

 

3.5.2 Kito Shallow Lead  

An additional shallower lead; Kito Shallow has been mapped to the west of the Kito 
Main Prospect at the Green Sequence_4 Sandstone (Figure 15).  The Kito Shallow 
Lead is very shallow (0.3 m) fault bounded inversion structure and is a distinct and a 
separate drilling target to the Kito Main Prospect.  The lead is fault closed to the west 
by the main bounding fault and to the east by a minor antithetic fault.  Closure to the 
north and south is not demonstrated due to the absence of 2D strike data.  

GCA has reviewed the seismic interpretation and mapping of the Kito Shallow Lead 
and has developed independent Prospective Resource Estimates summarised in 
Table 2. 
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Figure 15: SKB-2013-014 through Kito Shallow Lead  

 

3.6 Kilombero Leads 

In addition to the Kito Main and Kito Shallow prospects, an additional six leads (Leads A-F) 
have been delineated and quantified by Jordan and Pay with a further seven tentative leads 
having been noted (Figure 16).  These leads are representative of a variety of trapping styles 
and geometries ranging from downthrown traps, similar in style to Kito, to hanging-wall and 
intra-basinal stratigraphic traps.   

GCA has audited the validity, Prospective Volumetric ranges and GCoS of the additional six 
leads (Lead A-F) based on available seismic and gravity and magnetic data.  A review of the 
tentative leads (Leads G-M) was beyond the scope of this audit.  

It is GCA’s opinion that the line spacing and a paucity of strike data is a critical issue for 
defining, quantifying and de-risking the most likely closure for all the six most robust leads in 
Kilombero.  GCA believes that the current polygon areas as defined by Jordan and Pay 
delineate maximum possible extent of closure not the most likely.  More densely spaced 2D 
data would assist in clarifying the most likely closure of each lead and until this is available,  
GCA have derived the most likely and the minimum volumetric estimates as statistical 
variants from the maximum area of closures mapped by Jordan and Pay. 

Table 2 summarises GCA’s range of Prospective Resource estimates and GCoS risking for 
each lead in Kilombero.  
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Figure 16: Kilombero Basemap:  Kito Main Prospect and Additional Leads  

 

3.6.1 Lead A  

Lead A is mapped by consultants Jordan and Pay as a small structural feature with 
three way dip closure at the Miocene Green Sequence_1 level.  Westerly closure is 
provided by a minor intra-basinal fault antithetic to the main Kilombero basinal 
bounding fault.  Lead A is identified on the intersection of a single seismic line 
SKB-2014-106 (Figure 17).  
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Figure 17:Seismic Line SKB-2014-106 through Lead A 

 

3.6.2 Lead B 

Lead B is a stratigraphic  trap in which the Basal Sandstone onlaps an inverted 
basement high on the flank of the Kito Main Prospect (Figure 18).  Lead B is visible 
on three seismic dip lines spaced at an average of 1.5 km apart .  No strike line 
transects Lead B so no closure to the NE/SW can be demonstrated.  

• SKB-2014-106; 

• SKB-2014-108; and  

• SKB-2013-016. 

Prior to reprocessing of the seismic in 2014, the imaging of the basal sandstone was 
problematic.  The 2014 reprocessed data demonstrates a strong amplitude and clear 
onlap seismic geometry in a dip direction. Unfortunately, stratigraphic pinch 
out/closure in the strike direction cannot be demonstrated.  GCA believes that as this 
lead relies on the presence of the basement inverted high which corresponds to the 
Kito Main structure, it is reasonable to assume that Lead B pinches out to the NE.  As 
mentioned in the introduction to Kilombero Leads, GCA believes that the Jordan and 
Pay polygon for Lead B is representative of the maximum possible extent of 
stratigraphic closure.    
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Figure 18: Seismic Line SKB-2014-106 through Lead B 

 

3.6.3 Lead C 

Lead C is a NE-SW elongated polygon parallel with and adjacent to the western 
Kilombero basin bounding fault (Figure 19).  Lead C gives the impression of being on 
trend with the Kito Main Prospect and being possibly structurally analogous, i.e. a 
hanging wall roll over.  

However, in the northern area of the Kilombero basin very little seismic data has 
been acquired and Lead C cannot be demonstrated or identified on any seismic data 
to the north of the Kito Main Prospect.  The Lead C polygon lies entirely outside any 
seismic data and is not supported by the Gravity and Magnetic data either. 

In the area of the Kito Main Prospect, in the absence of seismic validation, gravity 
and magnetic data supports the key structural features and trends, specifically the 
position of the major basin bounding fault adjacent to which the Kito Main prospect 
lies.  Lead C, as it is presented, conflicts with this data and cannot be corroborated 
by seismic data.  

GCA recognizes the possibility of an along-trend play along the basin margin from 
Kito but without demonstrable technical data, GCA cannot validate the existence of a 
lead in this area.  
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Figure 19: Lead C Polygon: Gravity and Magnetic Data 

 

3.6.4 Lead D 

Lead D is described as a stratigraphic trap at the Green Sequence_1 level identified 
by a brightening of amplitude on the western flank of the Kilombero basin.  Lead D is 
visible on three dip lines, approximately 4 km apart.  No strike line transects Lead D 
and consequently closure to the NE/SW cannot be proven.  

• SKB-2014-110; 

• SKB-2014-112; and 

• SKB-2014-114. 

As part of the audit of this lead, GCA recognizes a component of structural closure; 
dip closure towards the west and the possibility of fault seal towards the east (GCA’s 
red fault line in Figure 20).  Stratigraphic or structural closure in a NE-SW direction, 
i.e. along strike has not been observed because of the absence of seismic data in 
this orientation.  
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Figure 20: Seismic Line SKB-2014-112 through Lead D 

 

3.6.5 Lead E 

Lead E has been delineated as an elongated N-S stratigraphic lead with a erosional 
low-stand channelized geometry in the basin axis, illustrated by seismic line 
SKB-2014-122.  GCA has not been able to map this channelized feature beyond line 
SKB-2014-122 to the north or the south even though presentation material shows 
Lead E to be transected by three dip lines (Figure 21). 

Though the seismic geometry is of interest on one dip line, GCA cannot confirm the 
trapping integrity, extent, nature of closure and validity of Lead E and consequentially 
cannot validate this as a potential lead based on the dataset currently available.  

Lead E shows similarities to the Kingfisher discovery in Lake Albert in Uganda in 
terms of the reservoir interval but the trapping geometry is different. 
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Figure 21: Seismic Line SKB-2014-122 through Lead E 

 

3.6.6 Lead F 

Lead F is delineated as an elongated NE-SW structural lead at the Miocene Green 
Sequence_4 level, located on a minor horst on the western bounding footwall of the 
Kilombero Basin (Figure 22).  The reservoir interval is very shallow at 100 m TWT 
and relies on a sealing main bounding fault to the east and dip closure with the 
presence of a minor fault, to the west.  

Lead F is transected by two 2014 dip lines approximately 4 km apart.  No strike line 
transects this lead.  

• SKB-2014-120; and 

• SKB-2014-122. 
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Figure 22: Seismic Line SKB-2014-122 through Lead F 

 

3.7 Petroleum System of the Kilombero Basin 

3.7.1 Source Potential 

The Kilombero Basin has structural similarities to the Lokichar Basin, with elongate 
classic half-graben geometry and a Neogene fill thickening westwards towards the 
main bounding fault.  However, the Lokichar basin is interpreted to have been 
sediment starved at times creating suitable conditions for the deposition of a thick 
sequence of lacustrine shales (Lokhone Formation).  These Eocene to Miocene 
shales provide the source and also the top seal for the recent discoveries and 
interdigitate with fluvial and alluvial fan systems which form the main reservoirs.  
Furthermore, the depth to basement in the Lokichar Basin is much deeper than in the 
Kilombero Basin (Figure 23).  

Surface hydrocarbon seeps are reported from the Kilombero Basin.  Geochemical 
typing indicates that these may not be derived from a lacustrine source (Type I) and 
that a mixed source rock may be more appropriate.  It is possible that these seeps 
could be derived from a deeper buried Karoo Group. 

Jordan and Pay has evaluated the source rock and hydrocarbon potential using a 
simple 1D model (Figure 14).  This shows that using a range of assumptions based 
on analogue data from the EARS that oil can be generated in the Kilombero Basin if 
source rocks are present at depth.  GCA has reviewed this work and has included 
the results of this analysis in its assessment of the GCoS for the prospects and leads 
in the Kilombero Basin. 
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Figure 23: Comparison Between the Kilombero and Lokichar Basins Illustrating the Structural 
Similarity and Contrasting the Depth of Burial 

 

3.7.2 Reservoir Presence and Effectiveness 

Public domain information indicates that EARS exploration wells have encountered 
multiple stacked sections of fluvial reservoir, with variable degrees of communication.  
Though poorly sorted and mineralogically immature, the primary reservoir quality of 
the clastic sequences is generally good.  However, reservoir effectiveness decreases 
with increasing depth due to compaction and the presence of volcanic minerals, 
which are prone to alteration.  Further diagenetic change to swelling clays ultimately 
impedes permeability and fluid flow which impacts development planning and well 
design.  

3.8 Geological Chance of Success (GCoS) 

GCA has independently estimated the GCoS for the prospects and leads identified in the 
KKK Block.  This is based on the data available and also calibrated and conditioned by 
GCA’s regional knowledge and understanding.  Further exploration activity (especially the 
drilling of an exploratory well) will provide data and information that will require the GCoS 
estimates to be revised post-drill.  The GCoS estimates for each of the prospects and leads 
are reported in Table 2. 
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GLOSSARY 

Standard Oil Industry Terms and Abbreviations 

Bbl Barrels 
/Bbl Per barrel 
bopd Barrels oil per day 
bpd Barrels per day 
Bscf or Bcf Billion standard cubic feet 
Bscfd or Bcfd Billion standard cubic feet per day 
°C Degrees Celsius 
cf Standard cubic feet 
cfd Standard cubic feet per day 
DST Drill stem test 
E&P Exploration and production 
EIA Environmental impact assessment 
ELT Economic limit test 
EUR Estimated ultimate recovery 
FDP Field development plan 
ft Foot/feet 
GBP Pounds Sterling 
GCoS Geological chance of success 
GDT Gas down to 
GIIP Gas initially in place 
GOC Gas oil contact 
GOR Gas oil ratio 
GRV Gross rock volume 
GWC Gas water contact  
HCIIP Hydrocarbons initially in place 
HDT Hydrocarbons down to 
HUT Hydrocarbons up to 
H2S Hydrogen sulphide 
km Kilometres 
km2 Square kilometres 
LKG Lowest known gas 
LKH Lowest known hydrocarbons 
LKO Lowest known oil 
m Metres 
M Thousand 
m3 Cubic metres 
MBbl Thousands of barrels 
Mbopd Thousands of barrels of oil per day 
Mcf or Mscf Thousand standard cubic feet 
MCM Management committee meeting 
m3d Cubic metres per day 
mD Millidarcies (a measure of rock permeability) 
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MD Measured depth 
Mm3 Thousand cubic metres 
Mm3d Thousand cubic metres per day 
MM Million 
MMBbl Millions of barrels 
Mcfd or Mscfd Thousand standard cubic feet per day 
MMcfd or MMscfd Million standard cubic feet per day 
mya Million years ago 
NTG Net to gross ratio 
ODT  Oil down to 
OWC Oil water contact 
p.a. Per annum 
P&A Plugged and abandoned 
% Percentage 
PSC / PSA Production sharing contract / Production sharing agreement 
psi Pounds per square inch 
psia Pounds per square inch absolute 
psig Pounds per square inch gauge 
PVT Pressure volume temperature 
P10 Value with a 10% probability of being exceeded 
P50 Value with a 50% probability of being exceeded 
P90 Value with a 90% probability of being exceeded 
RF Recovery factor 
RFT Repeat formation tester (a wireline logging tool) 
scf Standard cubic feet 
scfd Standard cubic feet per day 
So Oil saturation 
SPE Society of Petroleum Engineers 
stb Stock tank barrel 
STOIIP Stock tank oil initially in place 
Sw Water saturation 

t Tonnes 
TD Total depth 
TVD True vertical depth 
TVDss True vertical depth subsea 
VSP Vertical seismic profiling 
1C Low estimate of Contingent Resources 
2C Best estimate of Contingent Resource 
3C High estimate of Contingent Resources 
2D Two dimensional 
3D Three dimensional 
1P Proved Reserves 
2P Proved plus Probable Reserves 
3P  Proved plus Probable plus Possible Reserves 
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Appendix II  
Abbreviated Form of SPE PRMS 

 

  



Society of Petroleum Engineers, World Petroleum Council, American Association of Petroleum 
Geologists and Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers 

Petroleum Resources Management System 

Definitions and Guidelines (
1
) 

March 2007 

 
Preamble 

 
Petroleum resources are the estimated quantities of hydrocarbons naturally occurring on or within the Earth’s 
crust. Resource assessments estimate total quantities in known and yet-to-be-discovered accumulations; 
resources evaluations are focused on those quantities that can potentially be recovered and marketed by 
commercial projects. A petroleum resources management system provides a consistent approach to estimating 
petroleum quantities, evaluating development projects, and presenting results within a comprehensive 
classification framework.

 
 

 
International efforts to standardize the definition of petroleum resources and how they are estimated began in the 
1930s. Early guidance focused on Proved Reserves. Building on work initiated by the Society of Petroleum 
Evaluation Engineers (SPEE), SPE published definitions for all Reserves categories in 1987. In the same year, 
the World Petroleum Council (WPC, then known as the World Petroleum Congress), working independently, 
published Reserves definitions that were strikingly similar. In 1997, the two organizations jointly released a single 
set of definitions for Reserves that could be used worldwide. In 2000, the American Association of Petroleum 
Geologists (AAPG), SPE and WPC jointly developed a classification system for all petroleum resources. This 
was followed by additional supporting documents: supplemental application evaluation guidelines (2001) and a 
glossary of terms utilized in Resources definitions (2005). SPE also published standards for estimating and 
auditing reserves information (revised 2007). 
 
These definitions and the related classification system are now in common use internationally within the 
petroleum industry. They provide a measure of comparability and reduce the subjective nature of resources 
estimation. However, the technologies employed in petroleum exploration, development, production and 
processing continue to evolve and improve. The SPE Oil and Gas Reserves Committee works closely with other 
organizations to maintain the definitions and issues periodic revisions to keep current with evolving technologies 
and changing commercial opportunities. 
 
The SPE PRMS document consolidates, builds on, and replaces guidance previously contained in the 1997 
Petroleum Reserves Definitions, the 2000 Petroleum Resources Classification and Definitions publications, and 
the 2001 “Guidelines for the Evaluation of Petroleum Reserves and Resources”; the latter document remains a 
valuable source of more detailed background information.,  
 
These definitions and guidelines are designed to provide a common reference for the international petroleum 
industry, including national reporting and regulatory disclosure agencies, and to support petroleum project and 
portfolio management requirements. They are intended to improve clarity in global communications regarding 
petroleum resources. It is expected that SPE PRMS will be supplemented with industry education programs and 
application guides addressing their implementation in a wide spectrum of technical and/or commercial settings. 
 
It is understood that these definitions and guidelines allow flexibility for users and agencies to tailor application 
for their particular needs; however, any modifications to the guidance contained herein should be clearly 
identified. The definitions and guidelines contained in this document must not be construed as modifying the 
interpretation or application of any existing regulatory reporting requirements. 
 
The full text of the SPE PRMS Definitions and Guidelines can be viewed at: 
 www.spe.org/specma/binary/files/6859916Petroleum_Resources_Management_System_2007.pdf  

                                                 
1
  These Definitions and Guidelines are extracted from the Society of Petroleum Engineers / World Petroleum Council / 

American Association of Petroleum Geologists / Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers (SPE/WPC/AAPG/SPEE) 
Petroleum Resources Management System document (“SPE PRMS”), approved in March 2007. 



 

RESERVES 

Reserves are those quantities of petroleum anticipated to be commercially recoverable by application of 
development projects to known accumulations from a given date forward under defined conditions. 

Reserves must satisfy four criteria: they must be discovered, recoverable, commercial, and remaining based on the 
development project(s) applied. Reserves are further subdivided in accordance with the level of certainty associated 
with the estimates and may be sub-classified based on project maturity and/or characterized by their development and 
production status.  To be included in the Reserves class, a project must be sufficiently defined to establish its 
commercial viability. There must be a reasonable expectation that all required internal and external approvals will be 
forthcoming, and there is evidence of firm intention to proceed with development within a reasonable time frame.  A 
reasonable time frame for the initiation of development depends on the specific circumstances and varies according to 
the scope of the project.  While 5 years is recommended as a benchmark, a longer time frame could be applied where, 
for example, development of economic projects are deferred at the option of the producer for, among other things, 
market-related reasons, or to meet contractual or strategic objectives. In all cases, the justification for classification as 
Reserves should be clearly documented.  To be included in the Reserves class, there must be a high confidence in the 
commercial producibility of the reservoir as supported by actual production or formation tests.  In certain cases, 
Reserves may be assigned on the basis of well logs and/or core analysis that indicate that the subject reservoir is 
hydrocarbon-bearing and is analogous to reservoirs in the same area that are producing or have demonstrated the 
ability to produce on formation tests. 

On Production 

The development project is currently producing and selling petroleum to market. 

The key criterion is that the project is receiving income from sales, rather than the approved development project 
necessarily being complete.  This is the point at which the project “chance of commerciality” can be said to be 
100%.  The project “decision gate” is the decision to initiate commercial production from the project. 

Approved for Development 

.  
All necessary approvals have been obtained, capital funds have been committed, and implementation of the 
development project is under way. 

At this point, it must be certain that the development project is going ahead.  The project must not be subject to 
any contingencies such as outstanding regulatory approvals or sales contracts.  Forecast capital expenditures 
should be included in the reporting entity’s current or following year’s approved budget.  The project “decision 
gate” is the decision to start investing capital in the construction of production facilities and/or drilling development 
wells. 

Justified for Development 

Implementation of the development project is justified on the basis of reasonable forecast commercial conditions 
at the time of reporting, and there are reasonable expectations that all necessary approvals/contracts will be 
obtained. 

In order to move to this level of project maturity, and hence have reserves associated with it, the development 
project must be commercially viable at the time of reporting, based on the reporting entity’s assumptions of future 
prices, costs, etc. (“forecast case”) and the specific circumstances of the project. Evidence of a firm intention to 

proceed with development within a reasonable time frame will be sufficient to demonstrate commerciality. There 
should be a development plan in sufficient detail to support the assessment of commerciality and a reasonable 
expectation that any regulatory approvals or sales contracts required prior to project implementation will be 
forthcoming. Other than such approvals/contracts, there should be no known contingencies that could preclude 
the development from proceeding within a reasonable timeframe (see Reserves class). The project “decision 
gate” is the decision by the reporting entity and its partners, if any, that the project has reached a level of 

technical and commercial maturity sufficient to justify proceeding with development at that point in time. 



 

 Proved Reserves 
 

Proved Reserves are those quantities of petroleum, which by analysis of geoscience and engineering data, 
can be estimated with reasonable certainty to be commercially recoverable, from a given date forward, from 
known reservoirs and under defined economic conditions, operating methods, and government regulations. 

 
If deterministic methods are used, the term reasonable certainty is intended to express a high degree of 
confidence that the quantities will be recovered.  If probabilistic methods are used, there should be at least a 
90% probability that the quantities actually recovered will equal or exceed the estimate. The area of the 
reservoir considered as Proved includes: 

(1) the area delineated by drilling and defined by fluid contacts, if any, and  

(2) adjacent undrilled portions of the reservoir that can reasonably be judged as continuous with it and 
commercially productive on the basis of available geoscience and engineering data.   

In the absence of data on fluid contacts, Proved quantities in a reservoir are limited by the lowest known 
hydrocarbon (LKH) as seen in a well penetration unless otherwise indicated by definitive geoscience, 
engineering, or performance data. Such definitive information may include pressure gradient analysis and 
seismic indicators. Seismic data alone may not be sufficient to define fluid contacts for Proved reserves (see 
“2001 Supplemental Guidelines,” Chapter 8). Reserves in undeveloped locations may be classified as Proved 

provided that the locations are in undrilled areas of the reservoir that can be judged with reasonable certainty 
to be commercially productive. Interpretations of available geoscience and engineering data indicate with 
reasonable certainty that the objective formation is laterally continuous with drilled Proved locations. For 
Proved Reserves, the recovery efficiency applied to these reservoirs should be defined based on a range of 
possibilities supported by analogs and sound engineering judgment considering the characteristics of the 
Proved area and the applied development program. 

 
Probable Reserves 

 
Probable Reserves are those additional Reserves which analysis of geoscience and engineering data indicate 
are less likely to be recovered than Proved Reserves but more certain to be recovered than Possible 
Reserves. 

 
It is equally likely that actual remaining quantities recovered will be greater than or less than the sum of the 
estimated Proved plus Probable Reserves (2P). In this context, when probabilistic methods are used, there 
should be at least a 50% probability that the actual quantities recovered will equal or exceed the 2P estimate. 
Probable Reserves may be assigned to areas of a reservoir adjacent to Proved where data control or 
interpretations of available data are less certain. The interpreted reservoir continuity may not meet the 
reasonable certainty criteria.   Probable estimates also include incremental recoveries associated with project 
recovery efficiencies beyond that assumed for Proved. 

 
Possible Reserves 

 
Possible Reserves are those additional reserves which analysis of geoscience and engineering data indicate 
are less likely to be recoverable than Probable Reserves 

 

The total quantities ultimately recovered from the project have a low probability to exceed the sum of Proved 
plus Probable plus Possible (3P), which is equivalent to the high estimate scenario. When probabilistic 
methods are used, there should be at least a 10% probability that the actual quantities recovered will equal or 
exceed the 3P estimate. Possible Reserves may be assigned to areas of a reservoir adjacent to Probable 
where data control and interpretations of available data are progressively less certain. Frequently, this may be 

in areas where geoscience and engineering data are unable to clearly define the area and vertical reservoir 
limits of commercial production from the reservoir by a defined project.  Possible estimates also include 
incremental quantities associated with project recovery efficiencies beyond that assumed for Probable. 

 
Probable and Possible Reserves 

 
(See above for separate criteria for Probable Reserves and Possible Reserves.) 

 

The 2P and 3P estimates may be based on reasonable alternative technical and commercial interpretations 
within the reservoir and/or subject project that are clearly documented, including comparisons to results in 
successful similar projects. In conventional accumulations, Probable and/or Possible Reserves may be 
assigned where geoscience and engineering data identify directly adjacent portions of a reservoir within the 
same accumulation that may be separated from Proved areas by minor faulting or other geological 
discontinuities and have not been penetrated by a wellbore but are interpreted to be in communication with the 
known (Proved) reservoir. Probable or Possible Reserves may be assigned to areas that are structurally 



higher than the Proved area. Possible (and in some cases, Probable) Reserves may be assigned to areas 
that are structurally lower than the adjacent Proved or 2P area. Caution should be exercised in assigning 
Reserves to adjacent reservoirs isolated by major, potentially sealing, faults until this reservoir is penetrated 
and evaluated as commercially productive. Justification for assigning Reserves in such cases should be 
clearly documented. Reserves should not be assigned to areas that are clearly separated from a known 
accumulation by non-productive reservoir (i.e., absence of reservoir, structurally low reservoir, or negative test 
results); such areas may contain Prospective Resources. In conventional accumulations, where drilling has 
defined a highest known oil (HKO) elevation and there exists the potential for an associated gas cap, Proved 
oil Reserves should only be assigned in the structurally higher portions of the reservoir if there is reasonable 
certainty that such portions are initially above bubble point pressure based on documented engineering 
analyses. Reservoir portions that do not meet this certainty may be assigned as Probable and Possible oil 
and/or gas based on reservoir fluid properties and pressure gradient interpretations. 

 
Developed Reserves 
 
Developed Reserves are expected quantities to be recovered from existing wells and facilities. 
 
Reserves are considered developed only after the necessary equipment has been installed, or 
when the costs to do so are relatively minor compared to the cost of a well. Where required facilities 
become unavailable, it may be necessary to reclassify Developed Reserves as Undeveloped.  
Developed Reserves may be further sub-classified as Producing or Non-Producing. 

 
Developed Producing Reserves 
 
Developed Producing Reserves are expected to be recovered from completion intervals 
that are open and producing at the time of the estimate. 

 
Improved recovery reserves are considered producing only after the improved recovery 
project is in operation. 

 
Developed Non-Producing Reserves 

 
Developed Non-Producing Reserves include shut-in and behind-pipe Reserves 

 

Shut-in Reserves are expected to be recovered from: 

(1) completion intervals which are open at the time of the estimate but which have 
not yet started producing,  

(2) wells which were shut-in for market conditions or pipeline connections, or  

(3) wells not capable of production for mechanical reasons. 

Behind-pipe Reserves are expected to be recovered from zones in existing wells which 
will require additional completion work or future re-completion prior to start of production.  
In all cases, production can be initiated or restored with relatively low expenditure 
compared to the cost of drilling a new well. 

 
Undeveloped Reserves 

 
Undeveloped Reserves are quantities expected to be recovered through future investments: 

 
(1) from new wells on undrilled acreage in known accumulations,  

(2) from deepening existing wells to a different (but known) reservoir,  

(3) from infill wells that will increase recovery, or  

(4) where a relatively large expenditure (e.g. when compared to the cost of drilling a new well) 
is required to  

(a) recomplete an existing well or 

(b)  install production or transportation facilities for primary or improved recovery 
projects. 

 

 



CONTINGENT RESOURCES 

Those quantities of petroleum estimated, as of a given date, to be potentially recoverable from known 
accumulations by application of development projects, but which are not currently considered to be 
commercially recoverable due to one or more contingencies. 

Contingent Resources may include, for example, projects for which there are currently no viable markets, or 
where commercial recovery is dependent on technology under development, or where evaluation of the 
accumulation is insufficient to clearly assess commerciality. Contingent Resources are further categorized in 
accordance with the level of certainty associated with the estimates and may be sub-classified based on project 
maturity and/or characterized by their economic status. 

 
Development Pending 

A discovered accumulation where project activities are ongoing to justify commercial development in the 
foreseeable future. 

The project is seen to have reasonable potential for eventual commercial development, to the extent that 
further data acquisition (e.g. drilling, seismic data) and/or evaluations are currently ongoing with a view to 
confirming that the project is commercially viable and providing the basis for selection of an appropriate 
development plan. The critical contingencies have been identified and are reasonably expected to be 
resolved within a reasonable time frame.  Note that disappointing appraisal/evaluation results could lead to a 
re-classification of the project to “On Hold” or “Not Viable” status. The project “decision gate” is the decision 

to undertake further data acquisition and/or studies designed to move the project to a level of technical and 
commercial maturity at which a decision can be made to proceed with development and production. 

 Development Unclarified or on Hold 

A discovered accumulation where project activities are on hold and/or where justification as a commercial 
development may be subject to significant delay.   

  
The project is seen to have potential for eventual commercial development, but further appraisal/evaluation 
activities are on hold pending the removal of significant contingencies external to the project, or substantial 
further appraisal/evaluation activities are required to clarify the potential for eventual commercial 
development. Development may be subject to a significant time delay.  Note that a change in circumstances, 
such that there is no longer a reasonable expectation that a critical contingency can be removed in the 
foreseeable future, for example, could lead to a reclassification of the project to “Not Viable” status. The 
project “decision gate” is the decision to either proceed with additional evaluation designed to clarify the 

potential for eventual commercial development or to temporarily suspend or delay further activities pending 
resolution of external contingencies. 

 Development Not Viable 

A discovered accumulation for which there are no current plans to develop or to acquire additional data at the 
time due to limited production potential.  

 
The project is not seen to have potential for eventual commercial development at the time of reporting, but 
the theoretically recoverable quantities are recorded so that the potential opportunity will be recognized in the 
event of a major change in technology or commercial conditions. The project “decision gate” is the decision 

not to undertake any further data acquisition or studies on the project for the foreseeable future. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
PROSPECTIVE RESOURCES 
 
Those quantities of petroleum which are estimated, as of a given date, to be potentially recoverable from 
undiscovered accumulations. 
 
Potential accumulations are evaluated according to their chance of discovery and, assuming a discovery, the estimated 
quantities that would be recoverable under defined development projects. It is recognized that the development 
programs will be of significantly less detail and depend more heavily on analog developments in the earlier phases of 
exploration. 
 
 Prospect 
 

A project associated with a potential accumulation that is sufficiently well defined to represent a viable drilling 
target. 
 
Project activities are focused on assessing the chance of discovery and, assuming discovery, the range of 
potential recoverable quantities under a commercial development program. 
 
Lead 
 
A project associated with a potential accumulation that is currently poorly defined and requires more data 
acquisition and/or evaluation in order to be classified as a prospect. 
 
Project activities are focused on acquiring additional data and/or undertaking further evaluation designed to 
confirm whether or not the lead can be matured into a prospect.  Such evaluation includes the assessment of 
the chance of discovery and, assuming discovery, the range of potential recovery under feasible development 
scenarios. 
 
Play 
 
A project associated with a prospective trend of potential prospects, but which requires more data acquisition 
and/or evaluation in order to define specific leads or prospects.   
 

Project activities are focused on acquiring additional data and/or undertaking further evaluation designed to 
define specific leads or prospects for more detailed analysis of their chance of discovery and, assuming 
discovery, the range of potential recovery under hypothetical development scenarios. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
RESOURCES CLASSIFICATION 

 

 

 
 

PROJECT MATURITY 
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